The Value of UE Risk Management
United Educators (UE) members receive many benefits including unlimited access to a robust library of practical, education-specific risk management resources. Developed by our expert research and consulting teams and our instructional,
visual, and graphic designers, these resources provide actionable insights and guidance to help members manage risks and
train their communities.
Consider these potential cost savings for your institution.

Online Learning
• More than 70 online courses to support compliance and
campus wellness
• Option for customization (nominal fee)

Research and Tools

Total savings = More than $136,500 in higher ed
Total savings = More than $74,300 in K-12

Average Market Cost*

You Could Save:

$6.70-$9.60/
learner

Savings of up to
$67,000 for
higher education

Average: 500-10,000
learners

Included
With Your
UE Policy

Savings of up to
$4,800 for K-12

• Claims Studies – analysis and insights about sexual abuse,
mental well-being, and discrimination and harassment claims
• Checklists – accelerate implementation of risk management
efforts with step-by-step guides
• Articles – insights on emerging risks and complex issues

$1,200-$1,900/
each

• Reports – learn about trending topics and actions to mitigate
campus risks

Average: Five to 25
downloads per year

$47,500

• Collections – save time with curated resources covering
top risks in one place

Risk Management Consulting
• Contact risk@ue.org to speak with a risk management consultant
• Discuss best practices from peer institutions and key
considerations for addressing specific situations
• Benchmarking analysis
• Earn up to 6% in premium reduction through the
Risk Management Premium Credit (RMPC) program

$250–$400/hour
Average: Five to 10 hours
per consulting type
per year

$20,000

Tabletop Exercise Library
• Assess your response efforts in advance of a crisis and
make the necessary adjustments to refine your approach

Webinars
• Learn more about timely risk management issues from UE
and industry experts

$100/each
Average: Five downloads
per year

$250–$300/each
Average: Five webinars
per year

$500

$1,500

*Estimated cost of purchasing these resources from a vendor, consultant, or professional association.

Risk Management Resources and Services
New Resources in 2021
Among our 105 new risk management releases in 2021 are 12 specifically related to COVID-19; five on diversity, equity, and
inclusion; three on student mental health; and three on sexual misconduct.
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Articles

Also in 2021, 175,000 employee
and student learners from 528
institutions had

Reports
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Online Courses

Tools and Checklists
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6

Podcasts

nearly 390,000

Webinars

online course completions.

Total: 105
Services to Address Risk Exposure
Our RMPC program enables members to earn credit on their renewal premium by implementing specific risk management activities
on targeted areas of risk exposure. For the 2021 RMPC program year, 86% of eligible members earned credit at renewal.
Top Risk Advice inquiries in 2021:

COVID-19

Heath and safety

Crisis response

Enterprise risk management

Top topics/loss areas members contacted UE about in 2021 that we’re working to help them address:

01

02

03

Sexual abuse
and molestation

Vehicle and
driving safety

Student activities
and organizations

Visit www.ue.org.
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